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Cutting
All measurements include ¼" seam 
allowances. 

Fabric quantities are given on the back 
cover of this pattern.

Download and print a free coloring 
sheet at https://goo.gl/yRNwGa. 

Cut out your fabric as listed in the 
appropriate table. The number of 
pieces to cut is in parentheses. The 
Block column labels pieces with which 
block they belong to.

Refer to the cutting diagrams on  
page 6 for cutting out your background 
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Refer to the Template page (page 7) to 
cut out your kite-shaped prints (A). You 
will need four kites per X block, which 
you can cut from a 71/2" square or a  
33/4" x 15" rectangle.

The quilt on the cover is shown 
without the border listed below. You 
will need to piece together long strips 
to make the borders.

Crib/Toddler
Fabric Block

A (52) kites X

B (26) 11/2" x 41/2" X

C (26) 11/2" x 41/2" X

D (12) 21/2" squares Y

E (104) 21/2" x 51/2"

(13) 11/2" squares

(24) 4" x 91/2"

(24) 21/2" x 4"

(2) 2" x 451/2" (border)

(2) 2" x 481/2" (border)

X

X

Y

Y

 

Throw
Fabric Block

A (100) kites X

B (50) 11/2" x 41/2" X

C (50) 11/2" x 41/2" X

D (24) 21/2" squares Y

E (200) 21/2" x 51/2"

(25) 11/2" squares

(48) 4" x 91/2"

(48) 21/2" x 4"

(2) 3" x 631/2" (border)

(2) 3" x 681/2" (border)

X

X

Y

Y

Twin
Fabric Block

A (128) kites X

B (64) 11/2" x 41/2" X

C (64) 11/2" x 41/2" X

D (31) 21/2" squares Y

E (256) 21/2" x 51/2"

(32) 11/2" squares

(62) 4" x 91/2"

(62) 21/2" x 4"

(2) 4" x 631/2" (border)

(2) 4" x 881/2" (border)

X

X

Y

Y

Queen
Fabric Block

A (164) kites X

B (82) 11/2" x 41/2" X

C (82) 11/2" x 41/2" X

D (40) 21/2" squares Y

E (328) 21/2" x 51/2"

(41) 11/2" squares

(80) 4" x 91/2"

(80) 21/2" x 4"

(2) 5" x 811/2" (border)

(2) 5" x 901/2" (border)

X

X

Y

Y
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Sewing your blocks
This quilt consists of two alternating 
blocks, Block X and Block Y.

Sew block X

Instructions below are for one block. 
You will need:

 � 13 for the Crib/Toddler,
 � 25 for the Throw,
 � 32 for the Twin, or 
 � 41 for the Queen.

1  Place a 21/2" x 51/2" E rectangle right 
sides together with a kite shape and 
align the top edges as shown below.  
Make sure that the notch created 
by the E rectangle extending past 
the kite edge is about 1/4" from the 
top edge. Sew together along the 
top edge. 
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E rectangle to the same side of the 
kite when making all blocks.

A

E

A
Notch

A
E

¼"

2  Trim the rectangle using the 
opposite side of the kite shape as a 
guideline.

A

E

3  Place one 21/2" x 51/2" E rectangle 
right sides together with the other 
side of the A kite shape as shown 
below. Create the same notch with 
the E rectangle and the bottom 
corner of the kite as you did in  
step 1. Sew together and press.

E
A

E E

A

Notch

E

A

E

4  Trim the kite shape component to 
41/2" x 41/2" square, using the square 
corner of the kite shape as a guide 
for one of the corners. Do not trim 
the square kite corner.

EA

E

5  Repeat steps 1-4 to make three 
more matching kite components.
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6  Piece together two kite 
components with a 11/2" x 41/2" B 
rectangle between them as shown 
below. Repeat for the other two 
kite components.

B

7  Piece together two 11/2" x 41/2" 
C rectangles with a 11/2" x 11/2" E 
square between them as shown 
below. 

CC E

8  Piece two components from Step 4 
together with one component from 
Step 5.

Sew block Y

Instructions below are for one block.
You will need:

 � 12 for the Crib/Toddler,
 � 24 for the Throw,
 � 31 for the Twin, or 
 � 40 for the Queen.

1  Piece together two 21/2" x 4" E 
rectangles with a 21/2" x 21/2" D 
square between them as shown 
below. 

EE D

2  Piece one 4" x 91/2" E rectangle to 
the top and one to the bottom of 
the component from Step 1.

E

E

E

E D

Assembling your  
quilt top
Sew the rest of your quilt top together 
following the assembly diagram on the 
next page. 
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When you are done the quilt top, press 
it well from both sides.

Layer your well-pressed quilt top with 
your batting and backing and baste 
your quilt.

Quilt, square it off so the edges are 
nice and straight, and then sew on your 
binding. Wash and enjoy!
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Assembly diagram
Add borders to the sides and then the top and bottom after assembling the 
center area as shown below. Make sure to pin the borders carefully to keep them 
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Cutting diagrams
Use the following diagrams to cut your fabric. A number and x pointing to a row 
means to cut that many of that row. For example: 3x means to cut three of that row.

Toddler: Background

Selvage

Selvage

2½" x 5½”

2½" x 5½”

2½" x 4"

2½" x 4"

4" x 9½"

1½" x 1½"

2" x Width of fabric

14x

6x

2x

5x

Throw: Background

Selvage

Selvage

2½" x 5½”

2½" x 5½”

2½" x 4"

2½" x 4"

4" x 9½"

1½" x 1½"

1
½

" x 1
½

"

3" x Width of fabric

28x

12x

4x

7x

Twin: Background

Selvage

Selvage

2½" x 5½”

2½" x 5½”

2½" x 4"

2½" x 4"

4" x 9½"

4" x 9½"
1½" x 1½"

1½" x 1½"

1½" x 1½"

4" x Width of fabric

36x

15x

6x

8x

Queen: Background

Selvage

Selvage

2½" x 5½”

2½" x 5½”

2½" x 4"

4" x 9½"

1
½

" x 1
½

"

1½" x 1½"

5" x Width of fabric

46x

20x

8x

9x
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Template
Copy the template below and use it to cut out your A fabrics (prints). Reinforce 
the template with lightweight cardboard (like a cereal box) or template plastic if 
you like.

If you have a directional print, make sure that you cut one layer of fabric at a time 
so that each piece is facing the right direction.

Quilt pattern
Template A

This box
should measure

1" square

Spark

a little crispy



Spark
a little crispy 

Quilt designed, pieced, and quilted by Kristin Lawson.  
© Kristin Lawson 2017. All Rights Reserved.

Cover quilt is approximately 63" x 63"
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cake friendly. Also perfect for using up scraps!

Check out my latest patterns and other info at alittlecrispy.com, or follow what I'm 
up to on Instagram @CrispyKristin. For questions or comments, please contact me at 
kristin@alittlecrispy.com.

Fabric
You will need a variety of 100% cotton quilting fabrics, 42" wide, as listed in the table 
below. I recommend purchasing slightly more than listed just in case. Choose a solid or a 
non-busy print for your background for contrast. The solid colors I used in this quilt are 
mostly Kona solids: A (kite shapes): Assorted pink, orange, and red small to large scale 
prints, B (horizontal line in kite block): Salmon, C (vertical line in kite block): Watermelon, 
D�&�����
*��������+;�<�
*���=�E (background): PFD .

Crib/Toddler Throw Twin Queen

Finished size 48" x 48" 68" x 68" 70" x 88" 90" x 90"

A: Prints One 71/2" square 
for each of 13 
blocks*

One 71/2" square 
for each of 25 
blocks*

One 71/2" square 
for each of 32 
blocks*

One 71/2" square 
for each of 41 
blocks*

B: Accent solid 1/4 yard 1/2 yard 1/2 yard 1 yard

C: Accent solid 1/4 yard 1/2 yard 1/2 yard 1 yard

D: Floating 
squares

1/8 yard 1/4 yard 1/4 yard 1/4 yard

E: Back-
ground**

21/2 yards 41/2 yards 6 yards 73/4 yards

Binding*** 1/2 yard 2/3 yard 2/3 yard 3/4 yard

Backing 31/4 yards 41/2 yards 51/2 yards 81/2 yards

Batting 52" x 52" 72" x 72" 74" x 92" 94" x 94"

*You will need more if you are fussy cutting. A 33/4" x 15" rectangle will also work.
**These amounts assume that some long strips are pieced together.  
***Binding amount assumes 21?2" strips, cut the width of the fabric. You'll need more if you cut on the bias.

Copyright ©2017 by Kristin Lawson of a little crispy. All 
rights reserved. No part of this pattern may be copied or 
shared in any form without prior written consent from 
Kristin Lawson.
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